cases and materials on feminist
Amid mounting frustration over jobless woes and growing wealth inequality, feminists have become an easy scapegoat for men to vent their anger on.

a vicious anti-feminist backlash stuns south korea
In 1987, the Attorney General’s Commission on Pornography found that adolescents reported the most frequent exposure to pornography, not mature adults!

4 ways watching sexual content in media leads to your destruction
Notably, women as end-users who play the role of main caregivers in the household and are responsible for managing energy resources.

electricity access curbs gender-based violence
The report titled ‘Gender Sensitivity in Nepali Media’ found According to the study, of the total number of media materials published in those media over the period of two months, only 388

'media coverage of women, people with different sexual orientations low'
Preschooler Heather is no stranger to opposition. Lesléa Newman’s 1989 “Heather Has Two Mommies,” the first picture book to depict happily coupled

censoring the censors: how you can fight back against conservative attacks on inclusive books across the country
In certain cases, it was only in the 1970s that some countries lifted non-proliferation and disarmament spanning 40 years reveal patterns and trends related to gender balance in forums dealing

how can we achieve gender break-throughs in nuclear negotiations and technical cooperation?
Government accused of remaining ‘scandalously’ silent on grim start to the year for women and girls Last modified on Mon 10 Jan 2022 07.26 EST Feminist campaigners in France are calling for
new year’s day killings spark call for action to tackle violence against women in france
Right-wing Christians have pushed for parental control over education for years. Suddenly it's the GOP's main focus

"parental rights" started on the christian fringe — now it's the gop's winning issue
Canada's top court has agreed to hear an appeal from a former B.C. teachers union boss being sued for saying an outspoken school trustee "tiptoed into hate speech" with public criticisms of

reaction to trustee’s gender identity comments led to defamation suit. now it’s going to canada’s top court
I knew that they were for me, and I knew that it wasn’t something I wanted. ‘But I felt like I couldn’t say no, or ask questions about what was happening, or stop it, even if I wanted to. ‘Why?

‘i felt like i couldn’t say no’: the truth about kids and porn
When malicious internet users gain people’s trust to obtain sexually explicit photos or videos, and then use these materials victim of sextortion. Age, gender and financial status

’sextortion’ leads to financial losses and psychological trauma. here’s what to look out for on dating apps
Findings from the mapping in the two districts indicated that cases of SGBV among women and girls with disabilities DWI indicated that the presence of ramps around the shelter and the materials

spotlight initiative supports mapping of disability inclusion within community based service providers and gender based violence centres
and clearly states in School of the West materials that many of his lessons are heavily informed by Köhne’s works, or even in some cases direct attempts to adapt their arguments for younger

revealed: ex-teacher hawks white-nationalist homeschool lessons
Preparatory to the UN 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence in Abuja, the United Nations Women in November 2020 said 11,200 rape cases didn’t have the materials to help the